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Change your thinking, Modification your daily life! This book can help you do this! (p. The book can be full
of numerous clear examples of how all this science works together with charts, tables and real-life examples
from her existence and that of her customers which makes putting it on to your own life much easier and
understandable. I'm kinder to myself, have learned to avoid self-criticism, and maintained a positive attitude
with myself and toward others.Fast ahead to 2 months after the Shift process and I don't choose the fridge, or
the jar of peanut butter when I actually result from work."Diet programs" and passing fads about how to lose
weight had simply put into my struggle with meals, and caused me personally to feel I'd never be able to
lose fat and keep it off, constantly increasing and down the level. Shift Weight Mastery transformed all that
and my description of diet plan. I learned how exactly to control my consuming, not having to sacrifice or
quit foods I enjoyed, and keep maintaining a healthy way of life.I was fortunate enough to take part in the
30-day time kick-off 5-years ago, and was successful losing 8 lbs the first month, and a pound weekly from
then on. My cholesterol levels were high and I wanted to lessen them without medication.. I understand that
I will come back to this publication over and over for inspiration and assistance. I've now lost a complete of
45 lbs, and also have a little strategy to use! The skills in this book function!We lose weight slowly so that it
has always been hard to stay with a "diet"and not get frustrated and give up but with Rita's steps and support
I were able to lose 25 lbs, feel great and get my confidence back again and thrive by "Shifting". I normally
feel like easily screw up on my diet-start again Monday/tomorrow This book has truly made me see myself
in a much brighter light. I released 22 pounds while doing the 30-day time Weight Mastery Process, and I
continue to release 1.5 to 2 pounds per week as I practice the skills I learned from this book. Reading Rita
Black's reserve was uplifting, allowed myself to see lifestyle from another worldview. As I continuing
reading, it became less difficult and easier. The hypnotherapy actually helped keep me concentrated. The
part on the Inner Coach gave me the strength to quit a 60 12 months addiction. I've tried so many things and
was scared the struggle was what defined me. This publication helped me "reframe" all my previous
struggles as part of my success story! Shift Weight Mastery has been a compelling pressure in my life.
Weight Mastery is regularity not perfection” When I started scanning this publication I had already shed ten
ponds. I've now released over 50 pounds since I began with the book and the procedure, and I feel better
actually, mentally, and emotionally. I still make errors, but these aren't the end of the globe and thanks to
Rita, I don't let them derail my day time, my week, my month, or my life. Change how you think and feel
great about the life span you're living If you invest enough time and energy into going right through this
process, you will absolutely transform your romantic relationship with exercise and food. Thank you Rita
This book helped me.I'm so grateful that I've had the chance to work with Rita and head to her directly for
guidance after reading the publication. As a veteran Shifter, I found the From Body fat to Thin Thinking
publication extremely valuable to bolster the Shift skills and principles as well as acquaint me with fresh
methods and insights. Even while a former D1 athlete, I didn't really enjoy going to the gym, and I
frequently struggled to make healthy food choices (particularly when stressed). I'm simply a happier person.
I eat a healthy balanced dinner and do not stress eat - instead drinking a water/tea and taking a quick walk. I
strongly recommend this publication and the 30-time process for anyone who desires mastery in their
relationship with food and eating. I am on time 21 of this program you adhere to when finishing the
publication and I feel a true shift in the manner I appearance at eating. If you are truly searching for a
program that is it, Rita takes you through her personal trip and it's so enlightening you can't help attempting
to make the journey as well. "Forgive yourself" "develop a relationship together with your weigh scale" "Do
..But even more than all this, reading this reserve cemented my understanding of how my internal thoughts
affect my romantic relationship with food. "Forgive yourself""develop a relationship with your weigh
level""Do not start over" If you deviate; forgive yourself and keep on your "weight release journey""Create
a Vision" "Have confidence in yourself"Change "Extra fat considering Statements" to "Thin thinking
statements""Defining and explaining the research behind weight reduction"The statements written above



result from Rita's reserve and have become component of my daily vocabulary through my weight release
journey.Thanks to Rita's book and the 30 day hypnosis support, I've released a complete of 17 lbs.A pal of
mine and I have gone through several diet programs, when she invited me to buy the reserve and try Rita's
method I was reluctant to take action; This book is just about the only book out there that makes complete
sense! Rita's book exceeded my anticipations; I am releasing weight, my blood sugars has truly gone down
and I am changing many diet plan..Many thanks Rita for composing this book which has helped me learned
all about my eating habits; I handled to do that but, I was beginning to slip back to my old method of eating.
This a Powerful Life Changing Program The Change is a combination of guided hypnotherapy, instruction
and support by the author Rita Black. If you've attempted everything else and so are ready to finally release
extra weight and keep it off permanently, this is actually the program to consider and the publication to have
with you in your trip to permanent weight discharge. Having been a yo yo dieter Rita could help me change
the way I thought about weight and information me from "dieting to Shifting". Rita and this program were a
Godsend and I place her in such high regard as an angel in my own life. With the tools that are given for you
hypnosis, the book, online support and extra down loadable material you are able to focus and find out what
is vital that you you. Through these techniques I was able to quiet my brain from the obsessing over my
excess weight and food and learn what my triggers are and how to deal with it.! I'd recommend this book to
anyone that's looking for a lifestyle modification and a wholesome outlook on life. This really works! I'll
admit We was a little skeptical when I first started reading this book and I thought some of the 5 star reviews
may be fake but it has really worked for me. I've been struggling with my pounds for awhile right now and
I've tried all kinds of different diets along with various forms of hypnosis, and CBT with small to no results.
since reading her book and following her plan. Rita's program is a Godsend and her thirty day coaching with
hypnotherapy is all free on her website! Many thanks Rita! 124) My success has only begun. Sometimes I'd
strike plateaus, but because I was a Excess weight Mastery apprentice, I knew I had gained many tools to
see through those plateaus. about my considering and how to shift to a healthy weight release process. I
searched Amazon for a way to stay on monitor.. I have released (love that term) another 6lbs. I am doing
this program for just a little over 2 months now and the pounds is dropping off.Previously 2 a few months,
I've released 10 lbs, began working out 4 days weekly consistently, and changed my relationship with food.
There's no magic bullet to weight reduction, and the quick fixes, powders, fad diets are bound to do more
harm than good, but Rita sets you on a way to success through a careful examination of triggers, emotions,
and healthy habits. I've tried other applications but this is actually the one that has really strike the location
with me. It was like a daily meditation on producing myself important. Full calorie Coke Vintage. Now I
feel a lot more healthful and am drinking more water. It made a notable difference for me. I recommend the
publication and this program.! I normally feel just like if I screw up on my diet-start once again
Monday/tomorrow. Positive Mindset Shift This book changed everything for me personally... rather, I
mentally haven't given up on myself. She can help you recognize that it's okay to create mistakes, she allows
you to move forward by slim considering and loving yourself down the scale. Personally i think incredibly
fortunate to attended across this publication, and site. I released 6pounds in my first thirty days (after a
calendar year stagnant). I recommend this go through and re-wiring your brain!. I released 5 lbs in 30 days
which was fine however the more important matter is the change in my mindset. I've browse a lot of "diet
plan" books and attempted many weight loss programs which resulted in the increased loss of a few lbs but
no sustainable transformation. With the From Body fat to Thin Thinking Program I have successfully made
a life-style change. Great Book! Change your subconscious mind to help you FINALLY look for a solution
to your weight issue. (Adam A released 42 pounds kept off for 3 years) As a veteran Shifter, I came across
the From Body fat . You will finally understand why DIETS don't work and become on a pathway to your
objective weight with learned behaviors that may help you obtain and maintain your weight reduction -- or
as Rita Black calls it, weight discharge. We wish it gone permanently, don't we, not only lost so it be found



again! Making the Change was Awesome! I determined on page 67 to improve the way I thought about
myself and my struggle with food. I got the various tools to reach your goals in weight loss. It's not about
cutting food out of your life; it's about focusing on how to eat the proper amount for your body. It's genuine,
it functions, and it's proven..Rita's publication was the missing connect to my weight loss.. Often times we
are our most severe critic, often criticing ourselves- I'm horrible for eating this, doing that, and so on and so
forth. However, Rita offers you the tools to love, enjoy, and forgive yourself. This isn't a food diet, but a
mental re-charge. through a whole lot of persuading from my pal I decided to perform it ( I had a need to
lose weight to lessen my blood glucose). That's all there is certainly to it. I've released a complete of 42 lbs.
with Shift Weight Mastery and this book and still releasing. If you would like to create a change in your life
and you're ready to put apart those crash diets, it's time for you to spend money on Rita's book. If you have
tried diet after diet, only to lose weight but see it find it's way back to you, this is a step-by-step process to
remove you from dieter mentality. I found Rita’s publication and it has changed my thought process about
eating.Moreover, it's how you deal with yourself. Before the shift process, I'd come home from function and
mindlessly wander around your kitchen, searching for something eat - not really because I was starving, but
because I was bored, and acquired conditioned myself for that "I made it through the task day reward". I
came across the meditations invaluable in searching inward to find my power and resolve. The author, Rita
Dark, shares her wealth of experience, understanding, and research throughout the book and fully explains
the science of weight release that takes away any notion of magic or good luck. Follow the rules of science
in pounds release and it works! I came across this and the concept that I was releasing pounds going back
time and permanently invaluable for my moral. It not only has provided me control over food, but
confidence in my approach to various other obstacles. I participated in in this journey before the book
arrived and I can say this functions! Jan S. (Provides released 30+ pounds and kept it off for 11+ years)
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